
 

 
 

 
 

Report writing 
 

This guide looks at how you can report on the impact 
of your work. If you are a charity, you will need to 

publish a Trustees’ Annual Report and send it to the 
Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR), as well 

as reporting to your funders, your Board, and other stakeholders. Each 
audience might require something different but there are some core elements 

that you should include in any report – namely what you did, what 
difference you made and what you learned. This guide focuses on how you 

can report on these core elements successfully.  

 
Getting ready to write your report 
 

Before you start, it is useful to consider:  
 

- Do you have all the information you need to include in your report?  
- How much analysis of data do you still need to do? (See Support Guide 

3a – Analysing information for evaluation)  
- Have you set aside enough time to draft, check and edit the report? It can 

be useful to build in time for someone else to proofread your report and 
give you feedback before you submit it. 

- Are you clear on the audience, purpose and focus of your report? These 
factors will have a bearing on the language, tone, style, and level of detail 

that you include. Charities’ annual reports are made public on the OSCR 
website if you’d like to look at examples from others. 

 

Having a structure for your report will help you to organise your thoughts and 

the material you wish to include. You may find the Harmonising Reporting 

template useful – this provides a structure for reporting as follows:  

 

What we expected to do (Project outcomes and activities) 

If your project’s outcomes and activities are not easily available, you 
are likely to have difficulty in writing your report. When you begin 

writing your report, you will find it useful to refer back to what you 
said you’d do (the activities/services you planned to deliver) and what 

difference you hoped this would make to those involved (your 
outcomes). For a reminder, see Support Guide 1a – Setting 

outcomes. 

Support Guide 

evaluation 

pathway 

http://www.oscr.org.uk/
https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ess-support-guide-3a-analysing-information-for-evaluation/
https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ess-support-guide-3a-analysing-information-for-evaluation/
https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/reporting-template/
https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/reporting-template/
https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ess-support-guide-1a-setting-outcomes/
https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ess-support-guide-1a-setting-outcomes/
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What we did (main facts and figures about your activities) 

In this section you should summarise the main details of the services 
or activities you have delivered. You should be clear about who you 

worked with and whether these were the people you intended to work 
with. It is good to include some statistical information about your 

activities but not too much – keep in mind the purpose of the report 

and think about how you can make it easy for the reader to identify 
the key pieces of information. You might wish to consider using bullet 

points/lists, pie charts, graphs or tables (see section on page 5: 
Some additional tips on presenting information in your report). 

What difference we made (outcomes) 

When writing about outcomes, you will find it helpful to include both 
quantitative and qualitative evidence – in other words, the stats and 

the stories. You can learn more about reporting on both types of 

information in Stats & Stories in community settings: a guide to 
blending different types of evidence in evaluation reports.  

 
As well as the differences you hoped to make, you may find that 

you’ve achieved unexpected outcomes too. Make sure you report on 
both the planned and the unexpected outcomes – sometimes the 

most useful learning comes from when things didn’t go according to 
plan. 

 
When reporting on outcomes, it can be helpful to give three levels of 

information:  
 

What happened overall - the numbers who achieved the outcome, 
for example: 

“We worked with ten young people on issues of self-confidence. Over 

the year, eight of them showed an increase in self-confidence.”  
 

Particular changes - progress in relation to specific indicators, for 
example: 

“Four participants were reluctant to speak out in the group and had 
poor eye contact with others at the start of the project. After 12 

weeks they were taking a more active part in discussions, and eye 
contact had increased; this showed a clear improvement in their 

confidence and comfort in the group.” 
 

Individual journeys - more specific illustrations of success or 
challenges in individual cases (a case study).  

 
All types of projects may use each of the above elements to explain 

their outcomes, though the emphasis may be different in each case. 

For example:  

https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/stats-stories-in-community-settingsa-guide-to-blending-different-types-of-evidence-in-evaluation-reports/
https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/stats-stories-in-community-settingsa-guide-to-blending-different-types-of-evidence-in-evaluation-reports/
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- a small project that supports six young people with severe 
disabilities towards an outcome of living independently may 

emphasise individuals’ personal stories, whereas;   
- a national agency that offers debt and money advice in the hope 

of reducing poverty may emphasize the overall picture – for 

example, “we have increased income into Scottish households by 
£260,000” – and then give one or two individual stories to show 

how this happened. 
 

It may not always make sense nor be possible to give precise 

numbers in relation to outcomes. You may be saying something like: 
“Most of the parents we worked with showed improvements in 

practical skills. The biggest areas of improvement were in knowledge 
about healthy eating and cooking skills.”    
 

However, such statements need a context and evidence to back them 
up. A critical reader could ask: 

- How many parents were involved?    
- What sorts of knowledge or skills have been acquired? 

- What evidence of this is there? 

 
Think about what else you need to show or tell the reader to back up 

your statements. You may find it helpful to add in case studies, 
quotes or visual evidence (such as photographs) here.  
 
Case studies or quotes can help readers to understand your work. 

They add a different perspective to the report and let readers hear 
directly from your service users and volunteers. Example: 

Read our Support Guide 3c - Case Studies to find out more.  

When we first began working with C, he regularly smoked cannabis and drank 
alcohol excessively, got into fights, was picked up by the police, and was 
ambivalent about getting a job. It was difficult to gain C’s trust and it took a 
long time for him to believe that we wanted to help him. During the course of 
our work, he began to recognise the impact of his alcohol and drug 
consumption on himself and others. Having been involved with the project for 
18 months, C:  

 is almost drug-free and has moderated his consumption of alcohol;   

 has not been picked up by the police for 7 months; 

 has organised regular football sessions in the park with other members; 

 is awaiting a place at college to get the qualifications he missed through 
truanting at school. 

 
“Before getting involved in the project I honestly thought life had no meaning, I 
didn’t care what I did or who I hurt along the way. The team and the other 
guys in the group have been amazing – it’s helped me to find myself again 
and actually enjoy my life.” 
C, a participant of the project 

https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ess-support-guide-3-2-writing-case-studies/
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Challenges and changes (what stopped the outcomes being 
achieved and why?) 

You may have met unexpected challenges or not achieved all of your 

outcomes. While this may feel negative, it’s important to think about 
what slowed your progress so that you can learn and improve. Things 

may not have gone according to plan for a variety of reasons, 

including: 
- Staff vacancies 

- Activities that did not help achieve the outcomes you hoped they 
would (e.g. a residential that wasn’t successful) 

- Personal issues outside of your control (e.g. a family bereavement 
or a participant going into prison) 

 
Many funders expect that funded organisations will experience 

challenges and may be suspicious if the report suggests that 
everything went perfectly. So don’t be afraid to be honest. 

Learning for the future (what next?) 

Many reports focus on accountability rather than on the difference 

being made to people’s lives. Don’t forget to report on what you have 
learned from your work and how you plan to act on this learning to 

achieve even better outcomes in the future. You may find it useful to 

read our Support Guide 4a - Using What you Have Learned from 
Evaluation, but here are some examples of the kinds of learning that 

may be included in a report: 
 

“We learned that delivering our computing classes not only helped 
people to feel more confident in using technology, but also fostered 

friendships and a reduction in the social isolation that many reported 
to have felt. For this reason, we now invite participants to spend the 

last 30 minutes of the computing class having a cup of tea and a chat 

with each other”. 
 

“We learned that we get much more honest feedback when having 
informal chats with participants outwith the counselling room, rather 

than handing them a questionnaire at the end of every session. We 
have now done away with our questionnaire and instead use more 

suitable evaluation methods like observation and capturing casual 
comments”.  

Other 

It can be useful to explain how you collected your data and the 

evaluation systems you used to gain the information included in the 
report. You may want to include examples of questionnaires, surveys, 

observation schedules or other tools that you used to collect the 
information.  

 
You may also need to include budget details. 

https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ess-support-guide-4-1-using-what-you-learn-from-evaluation/
https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ess-support-guide-4-1-using-what-you-learn-from-evaluation/
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Some additional tips on presenting information in your report 
 

Presenting statistical information 

Bullet points and lists  

These are helpful because they: 

- split information up into manageable bits; 
- present material quickly; and  

- can be more easily read than dense 
paragraphs of information.   

Pie charts and graphs  

These can illustrate data very quickly. You should 

be able to create them simply in Microsoft Excel. 
They need to be easy to understand, so don’t 

make them too small to read or overload them 
with detail and avoid having too many; focus on 

the key data your audience will be most interested 
in. 

Tables 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: 

A table is a simple alternative if a graph or chart 

isn’t suitable. It can display information clearly 
and logically, so long as you keep the structure 

straightforward. It is useful to include a 
column/row for any targets you originally set, as 

well as what actually happened. You may want to 

add in a column/row to explain any difference 
between target and actual, as illustrated below. 

This can help readers find answers to their 
questions without needing to read more of your 

report or ask you for this information. 

Activity Target Actual  Reason for difference 

Deliver training on drug 
and alcohol awareness 
to school pupils 

200 pupils 256 
pupils 

Worked with larger pupil  
groups than anticipated 

Support people in 

befriending 
relationships with 

volunteers 

30 people 

supported 

26 people 

supported 

Staff long-term illness  

delayed training so lost  
potential volunteers 

Run weekly drop-in 

sessions for those 
recovering from mental 
ill-health 

38 

sessions 
per year 

27 

sessions 
run 

Asbestos discovered in 

building, had to relocate office 
for 18 weeks. Difficult to find 
suitable alternative venue. 
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Other points to think about  
 

1. Images – Photos, visual tools and other 
graphics can make a report more engaging for 

the reader. You can use before and after 
photos of evaluation methods (see Support 

Guide 2a – Designing evidence collection 

methods) such as participants’ body maps or 
evaluation wheels to demonstrate the 

achievement of outcomes. If you’ve made a 
video as part of your work, you could include a 

link to this too. You may need to explain what 
activities and outcomes the images or videos 

relate to, in order to make their relevance clear  
to the reader.  

 
2. Language - You should write your reports in plain English. You can find 

advice from the Plain English Campaign website (www.plainenglish.co.uk).  
 

3. Headings – You can break up long pages of text with sub-headings. You 

will need to make these different from your main headings, e.g. a different 

font or bold or italics. If you break your report into sub-sections, the reader 

can find it easier to focus on what is most important to them. Be consistent 

in how you use font styles and sizes.   
 

4. Executive summary/headlines – highlighting the most important facts at 

the very beginning of your report can be particularly useful if your report is 
quite long. It can help the reader to pick out key information easily, 

especially for any reports that they, in turn, need to write. Headlines can be 
about the impact you’ve had, or the things you’ve learned. The shorter and 

simpler the better - staff and Board members can memorise them to 
advocate for your organisation, and funders will get an instant sense of your 

achievements. Headlines can also be used for social media posts or on your 
website. 

 
5. Colour – Colour can draw attention to key points or facts. However, 

remember that the effect will be lost if the report is reproduced in black and 
white. 

More help 

Our training workshop Telling my Story: analysing and reporting on outcomes 

will help you at this stage. To book a place visit our website:  

www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/how-can-we-help/workshop-and-events/ 

 

Example:  

Members of the ‘Walk-n-Talk’ 

group making new social 

connections in the community 

https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ess-support-guide-2a-designing-evidence-collection-methods/
https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ess-support-guide-2a-designing-evidence-collection-methods/
https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ess-support-guide-2a-designing-evidence-collection-methods/
http://www.plainenglish.co.uk/
http://www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/how-can-we-help/workshop-and-events/
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What next? 

Ready to think about how you can act on what you’ve learned from 

evaluation? See ESS resources about ”ACTING ON YOUR LEARNING” 

here. 

 

 

You can download all our Evaluation Support Guides free from our website.  

For evaluation help and advice, or if you need a copy of this  

guide in another format, please get in touch. 

info@evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk    www.evaluationsupportcotland.org.uk 

@EvalSupScot            0131 243 2770 Scottish Charity No. SC036529 

 

 

 

You may copy or use this publication in part or whole for non-commercial  
reasons but you must credit Evaluation Support Scotland. 

 

https://evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk/resources/ess-resources/ess-support-guides/?_sft_evaluation_pathway=acting-on-your-learning
mailto:info@evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk
http://www.evaluationsupportcotland.org.uk/

